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Abstract We use SPEL company data 

for sales analysis, finding trend of 

sales. In this scenario we use Static 

Analysis we using SQL for query 

written and python use the end result 

of different angle.  In one year sales 

trend in unit wise, employee wise and 

month wise using different technique 

graphs and tabular form to find 

pattern weak points and trend in sales 

for this analysis. 
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Introduction   

In industry area enormous things are 

manufacture in one domain, like 

synthetic products are different 

manufacture in one industries .In an 

company there are different type of 

plants which also called units, in 

different [1] plants have own sale and 

product , which deal one or two 

person , one is plant engineer or other 

is marketing employee . 

Mostly in industries level company 

have many plants, and have many 

product they sales with the 

coordination of marketing employee 

and plant engineer, and every plants 

have own sale and product, if we 

search in deep level then we find 

every plant have own customer. In 

given data set have 20 attributes 

which have one functionality and 

valuable information and 6153 values. 

Main attributes monthly sales, 

targeted sales, [2] employee sales, 

daily base sales unit describe unite 

wise sale, daily target sales .In 

industries level base on banking year. 

Banking fallow fiscal year which start 

1 July and in 30 june. So we use fiscal 

year base analysis. 

Literature Survey    

CEO, Directors, Partners and Share 

Holder person in every company want 

to view of sales trend. With the help 

of those trend they make new targets 

for employee which include 

production employee and sales 

employee. [3] Main concern person 

marketing and sales person which 

give the instruction of production 

engineer to produce product for given 



target, which is directly attached with 

sale. This all scenario direct attach 

with sales.  

Every company owner want to views 

sales on one click, and want to 

generate target in one click. Because 

every owner have less time, and they 

want to prediction according with 

sales. Now days every owner of 

company want to predict, analysis in 

sales for company and make new 

strategy for increase sales. So that 

case with the help of data science we 

find those factor which is directly and 

indirectly hit over performance, sales, 

strategy, and view all that things is 

very user friendly also predict for 

future sales and strategy [4]. 

Data mining will help analyze our 

whole system database which help to 

generate new link, patterns in these 

pattern we find parameter which is 

effected by our sale. Through Data 

mining abstraction of large data set to 

find unit wise sale in given data set. 

Static analysis 

This data set is use by SPEL 

(Synthetic Product Enterprises 

Limited) company.in this data set 

main attribute is “Target_Day” , 

basically target day is daily bases 

target ,next is “Actual_Day” which is  

daily sale value do, next 

“Target_Month”  is monthly base 

target . 

We use SQL queries for finding data 

set and clean data through SQL 

queries and also SQL queries help for 

static analysis.[4]For static analysis 

techniques making those type of 

queries, Like we pass one date and 

find “StartDay_Week ” , 

“EndDay_Week” ,        ”WeekNo” , 

“Month”, “ Year”, “StartDate_Year”, 

“EndDate_Year”, “StartDay_Month”, 

“EndDay_Month”. So in those sql 

queries using static analysis to finding 

data set of sales and target. 

 Using Python for graphs, tables form 

data using static analysis techniques 

[5]. We use percentage means, group 

of individual UNIT and sum for total 

sales of each UNIT[5]   

UNIT Wise Sales Analysis 

This result of given data set which 

base on fiscal year which start 1 July 

2018 and end 30 june 2019. 

 

Figure 1 

This tabular form result show in unit 

wise , in UNIT5RYK means those 

unit which is located in 

RehamYarKhan. This analysis is one 



year sales targets, now day of sales, 

monthly sales target and achieved 

show in percentage . UNIT3 is 

maximum sale in 2018-2019 duration 

this is 101% and minimum sale is 0% 

which is UNIT4.

 

Figure 2 

This analysis show is graph form 

which explain target day is blue line 

that is maximum in UNIT3 it means 

maximum target provide by UNIT3 

which sale also have maximum which 

donated by orange color. Same like 

that minimum sale target is UNIT4 

and his sales also 0 [6]. 

 

Figure 3 

Bar chart is describe the percentage of 

each UNIT of  one fiscal year (2018-

2019).This chart summaries and easy 

way to understand if they view in 

percentage form. 

 

Figure 4 

   



 

 

Figure 5 

UNIT1 is 75 % UNIT2 is 86% UNIT3 

is 101% UNIT4 is 0% and the Last 

UNIT is UNIT5RYK which is 82%. 

Employee Wise Sales Analysis  

In Given SPEL company data set 

have 10 employee, combine 2 

employee consider 1 employee the 

reason behind is one of marketing 

employee and second is plant 

engineer. Plant engineer handle 

production and marketing employee 

responsibility to take order of 

customer. 

 

  

Figure 6   

Every employee have own sales and 

target. 

 

Figure 7 

This shown as graph form to describe 

target which is donated is blue color, 

Actual sales is denoted by orange 



color and target of month is green 

color.

 

 Figure 8 

 

 Figure 9 

This percentage of sales have each 

employee which describe the 

employee wise sale in one fiscal year 

(2018-2019). 

Monthly wise Sales Analysis  

With the help of static analysis in 

SQL and extract sales for the month 

of fiscal year from 1 July 2018 to 30 

june 2019 and also view in python 

 

Figure 10 

Monthly target does not match with 

daily target reason behind is all 

monthly target set start of fiscal year. 

But today target revise every month 

or week depend upon current situation 

of market. Suppose April, May, june, 

July, September are peek sales of 

month, so in these days and weak 

sales target are revise depend on 

current situation of market . Sumer 

season of these month sales is high, it 

means a specific pattern build in the 

data set which analysis through static 

analysis. 

 



 

Figure 11 

 

Conclusion  

The conventional method of 

assessment is based on professional 

judgment as well as testing (and static 

analysis). Subjective judgment cannot 

be avoided, but more use could be 

made of objective testing, preferably 

by accredited testing laboratories. 
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